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INTRODUCTION

Los Alamos 1s currently developing the krypton fluoride (KrF) laser
--a highly efficient laser able to emit very intense bursts of short-
wavelength photons--as a research tool ror the genel’alstudy of high-
density matter as well as for use in laser fusion. The KrF laser oper-
ates at 1/4 Vm, close to the short-wavelengthlimit for conventional
optical material, but still in the region where standard optical tech-
niques can be used. The excited-state lifetime of the KrF laslng medium
19 short--aa a rcault of both spontaneous emission and deactivation from
collisions--making it impossible to store energy within the lasing
medium for times significant to electrical pumping. However, an optical
multiplexing scheme 1s being developed that will generate s:lort,intense
pulses of l/4-Binlight by overcoming the short storage time of the laser
and taking advantage of the high gain of the KrF medium.

!!!f!xY

We have been aware of the great advantages of short wavelength
lasers for fusion sjnce the early seventies. We are also aware of a
firm requirement for high laser efficiency. The invention and develop-
ment of KrF lasers has allobed us to match pulsed C02 laser efficiency
but gain a factor of 43 in wavelength.

In early 1975, J. E. Velazco and D. W. Stezer at Kansas State U~i-
versity suggesLed using krypton and fluorlnt’gas as a lasing medium,
and in June 1975, J, J. Ewing and t. A. Brau at AVCO Everett Research
LabOldtOPy ~eported the first laser oscillation for the highly efficient
KrF system.”

Los Alamos has been involved 1? the development and use of KrF and
other rare-gas-halid~ lasers since 1976. The work was done originally
for the laser lsutope separation program, and, in the first year, KrF
lasers were used to genet’atemacf’oscoplcsamples of photolytic UF- from
Ur ●
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?It Lhat point the omphasls was or!d~veloping high-beam qual ty,

mu tljoule gtis-discharge(rather than 61ectron-beamJ lasers. In the



late 1970s, Los Alamos pioneered gas cleanup techniques that paved the
way to the long-lived rare-gas-halide lasers. These efforts culminated
in a KrF laser that ran at 1 J per pulse and 500 pulses per second.

At present Los Alamos is constructing a prototype electron-beam-
pumped KrF laser system to scale to very high ene~gy at short-pulse du-
ration. Electron beam pumping provides uniform energy deposition over
large volumes. Optical angular ❑ultiplexing provides a short optical
pulse from a long electrical pulse. The prototype sys:em is named
Aurora, and its various component.9--from the KrF oscillator through four
stages of amplification--are shown schematically in Figs. 1 and 2. The
gas-disctlargeoscillator will emit a single beam consisting of a 5-ns,
l/2-J pulse. To achieve optical multiplexing, the original beam will be
split into 96 beams before being sent through the various stages of am-
plification. The final amplifier, called the Large Aperture Module
(LAM), will have a lasing volume that is 1 m by 1 m by 2 m long and an
output energy in excess of 10 kJ in the 96 beams.

Multiplexing

A prirr:incentive for optical multiplexing is cost reduction. It
has been estimated that a cmt minimum can be ach!eved for KrF laser
fusion if the~’eare from 2C to 40 beams of various durations (50 t]
5 ns), derived from a single electrical pulse. Rather than build many
smail systems, the Los Alamos design will use a single optically lmultl-
plexed system involving large amplifier stages--a key concept to be
demo~strated by the Aurora laser.

Multiplexing :tarts with the time and angle encoders (Fig. 2),
which will take the original 5-ns pulse and split it into 96 angularly
separated beams. Eacn beam travels a different distance so that each is
delayed differently; the resulting output consists of a train of 5-ns
pulses. Because the pulses are angularly separated, each passes through
the amplifier from a slightly different direction. The amplifiers are
pumped for a relatlve?.ylong time--about 500 ns--whlle the train of
short pulses traverses their volume.

The same time-delay :oncep: will be upplied in reverse after the
final amplification to caune all the beams to arrive at the target at
onc~, A simplified vers!c)nof this part of the system is shown in
Fig. 3, illustratinghow the time-of-flight for each beam would differ
so that all beama meet simultaneously at the tar’get. As noted earlier,
this optical multiplexing te.!hr,iqueallows us to taKe advantage of the
high gain and high efficiency of the KrF g&s laser to generate a short,
high-energy pulse on target. The ene:’gyof the electron beam discharge
1s stored in th~ variously delayed flights of the 96 indlvidu:.1beams.
Moreover, low-cost laser energy 1s provided by using one large system in
which Lhe amplifiers run for G relatively long time, rather than by using
many short-pulse :~ystems.

Figure 4 is a photogr~ph of the final amplif.er ~lnderconstruction.
The lurge oval-shaped features are magnets that pruvlde a 3-kG guide
field to direct the electron beam straight into the lnsur chamher. The



two large cylindrical tubes are water dielectric transmigslon lines that
transmit the 1.3 Ml electrical pulse to the cathode. Figure 5 shows the
amplifier being discharged to produce ultraviolet power.

The LAM met and exceeded its design specifications in April, 1985,
when it produced 10.3 kJ in a 400-ns pulse while running as an unstable
resonator. The entire Aurora lager system is scheduled to begin opera-
tion in December of 1986. The Aurora laser system will provide experi-
ence in nearly all of th~ issues involved in building a very large KrF
laser fusion driver. Experience will be gained not only In large KrF
amplifier construction and operation, but also in runninb a whole series
of’amplifiers with final flux close to the design flux for the system.

In the eventual application of lager fusion, it ig expected that
several megajoules of’ultraviolet laser energy will be required. Eco-
nomical scaling to those energies requires amplifiers in the 100 to 200
kJ range. Large amplifiers provide more energy per beam and more energy
per joule because coats rise only slowly with part count.

T$e key to large ampllfier scaling is diode segmentation. He are
testing this scaling by building a 100 kJ power amplifler module (PAM).
In Fig. 6 we show a partial assembly Oi the PAM. It shows the five
diode segments on each side of a 3 m high by 3 m long by 1.3 m wide
cavity that w1ll produce 100 kJ of KrF laser light. Figure 7 shows
dimension and some detail on this large scale device.

A major issue in this, or any, large KrF laser system Is damage t:>
the windows and mirrors. Los Alamos will need to develop coatings with
good reflective or transmissive properties that also are resistant to
fluorine attack and optical damage. At present, the size of apertures
--and, therefore, the overall system cost--deperls very sensitively on
the threshold for optical damage.
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AURORA AMPLIFIER STAGING
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Fig. 10 The power amplifier chain for the Aurora KrF laser system starts
with a single 1/2 J beam and ends with about 50 kJ div:ded among
36 beams.
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Fig. 2, A conceptual layout for the Aurora laser system. The single beam
with 5-ns pulsewldth f]’cm the KrF oscillator 1s+divided by the
time encoder into a train of 96 temporally separated beams. This
splitting is accomplished with aperture dividing the use of par-
tially reflective mirrors called beam splitters, and different
pauh lengths fur each beam. Preamplificationalso takes place in
the same apparatus. The angle encoder aims each beam so that it
will pass through the central rsglon of both intermediate ampli-
fiers. Final amplification to 15 kJ takes place in the large
aperture module. The oscillator 1s driven by gas-discharge tech-
niques, but the higher intensltiea in the amplifiers require
pumping by electron beam. A demultiplexingarrangement is needed
after the LAM if the 96 beams are to be brought to the target
simultaneously (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 3. A simplified optical angular multiplexing de’ilce. The five
beams from the decoder represent a train of’pulses that are sepa-
rated in time, By adjusting path lengths so that the earliest
pulse (crossing from bottom left to upper right) has the longest
time-of-fllghtand the last pulse (crossing horizontally) has the
smallest time-of-flight,the pulses can be brought together at
the ~,argctaimultaneou~ly,
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Fig. ‘!. The KrF laser system’s final amplifier, the LAM, under construc-
tion.
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Fig. 50 The LAMbeing discharged to generate ultraviolet power at a wave-
1 <th 1/4 Um.
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Fig. 60 Power Ampli~er Module.
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Fig. 7. PAMdiode, laser chamber, and magnet assemblies.


